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Esther & Michiel introduce NomadicMILK at New Age Film Company in Kaduna.
Meanwhile, Ab presents NomadicMILK at the pastoralism conference in Abuja.

Later, Ab meets nomadic Fulani in Bachit area and camps with them.
Esther, Ab & Michiel go see the chief of the Bachit region.

Meeting with chief, pastor and head of school in Shonong.
Ahmadu Idris and Maikudi explain the seasonal migrations.

Maikudi draws an image on the ground of the annual routes.
El Hadj Maisaya, John and Ab talk about the routes.

Ya’u, Hassan & Isa take Michiel out in the field with the cattle.
Hassan & his favorite cow, together with Maikudi.

Meanwhile, veterinarians Ita and Antoinella take Esther & Ab to the bush to meet fully nomadic Fulani.
Meeting with filmmaker Sadik Balewa.

Veterinarian Antoinella.
Meeting with filmmaker Yakubu Lamai.

Meeting at Daniel's place in Abuja.
Esther & Michiel visit the WAMCO factory in Lagos.
^ Mohammed & captain Donato show Esther & Michiel around Apappa Harbor in Lagos.

Peak Milk truck > travel from Lagos to Jos, with driver Mr. Bello Tanko.
NomadicMILK presents mobility patterns of both Fulani cattle herdsmen and Peak Milk distributors in Nigeria. NomadicMILK follows dairy economies from their sources to the local market where the two meet, and uses GPS (global positioning systems) technology to let people talk about their routes.

Mr. Dominic is the distributor of Peak in Jos.